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Season’s Greetings from the Trustees

If you hadn’t noticed, Christmas is coming … and fast!
We hope you are looking forward to this time of rest
and renewal, of joyful celebration and spending time
with friends and family. On behalf of all our Trustees,
may we be amongst the first to wish you a very Merry
Christmas!
As is customary with newsletters issued at this time
of year, we would like to take this opportunity to
both look back over the past twelve months and look
forward over the next twelve. But first, and perhaps
most importantly, we would like to offer our very
sincere thanks to the staff and volunteers of Monkton
Nature Reserve for getting us to the encouraging
position we are in today.

in their term plans. We have been able to expand
on the facilities offered to visitors, in particular the
refreshments available in The Cabin Café. And most
encouraging, we have benefited from a tremendous
We firmly believe that we may have ‘turned the increase in footfall (possibly over 10,000 this year)
corner’ regarding our fortunes at the Reserve and are and Memberships (already exceeding 1,100!).
achieving the growth, particularly financially, that we
have striven for, for so long; and this is all due to the Driven by these heartening developments, we have
determined efforts and dedication of our fantastic staff developed a mind-set of “continuous improvement”
and volunteers. Achieving financial self-sufficiency is at the Reserve, seeking to build on what we
now becoming a realistic expectation, enabling us to already have. Benefiting not just from having more
survive and maintain the Reserve without reliance on volunteers, but those with much-needed skills,
external funders, who have been so important to us we have been able to tackle some of the longin the past. This has been one of our long-standing outstanding tasks and projects waiting on our (very
intentions, which supports our number one aim: to long) list. We are also able to ‘raise our game’ and be
preserve the Reserve for existing communities and more professional organisationally, putting in place
future generations.
systems and procedures to ensure the safety of our
staff and visitors, and better control our operations.
But we are not out of the woods just yet and are likely We are now starting to look like a ‘proper business’!
to need some financial support towards our core
costs for a few years to come. This is especially so for Exciting times are ahead, and we feel we are fit and
our Education Officer position, which now exists as a capable as a team to grow The Trust and expand the
separate “funding stream”, enabling it to be managed appeal of the Reserve as we enter the new calendar
separately to our normal business activities.
year.
The past twelve months have seen us build on strong
foundations, again put in place by our staff and
volunteers. Our education outreach has expanded
such that local (and some not-so-local) schools now
know about our facilities and include regular visits

That just leaves us to say a final few words … Happy
New Year for 2019!
Andrew Ogden, Trustee

Christmas is coming to
Monkton Nature Reserve
Father Christmas will be here on Sat 15th, Sun
16th & Sat 22nd December 11am - 2pm
£4 per child & perfect for the under 10’s. Gift bag
included. Call 01843 822666 to book your slot.
Warm up in The Cabin with a hot chocolate or
non-alcoholic mulled wine & a donut or festive
mince pie for just £1.50

Decoration making sessions for children £2 and
keep your amazing new decoration!
Daily Tombola
Beautiful, handmade decorations and gifts for sale.
Normal fees apply for walking round the Reserve.

Proudly supported by

Celebrating our Heritage

For our event, we didn’t just allow free entry,
but provided a range of activities and attractions,
including pond-dipping, craft stalls, birds-of-prey on
display, a look at the Thanet Observatory … in fact
pretty much a replication of our own Annual Open
This annual event ran over two weekends, from 8th Day held in May. This helped to raise some funds
to 16th September. Venues and attractions across towards the maintenance and upkeep of the Reserve
the nation, that can claim to have some heritage and its facilities, a never-ending priority for us.
value, are encouraged to participate in a multitude of
ways, with special features, activities, and open days. We are therefore most grateful for the £1,000 match
The duration of participation is up to the venue, but funding contribution from Barclays’ Community
most join in for one or two days.
Scheme, having been supported on the day by their
Margate Branch – every little helps! This money will
We are very proud of the heritage that is Monkton be put towards specific expenses, such as the birdNature Reserve. As you may know, it was a chalk feeding overhead of £30 a month, and educational
quarry for over 150 years, providing local building supplies.
material and closing in 1957. This industrial site
was then re-designated as a landfill site, until it was Perhaps the greatest benefit of the day was that
rescued by a group of volunteers that took it over everyone involved – staff, volunteers and visitors
and created the Thanet Countryside Trust. Over the – had a wonderful time, enhanced by some mild
years since 1982, it has benefited from the care and autumn weather. Such success has prompted us
attention of many volunteers, to develop it into the to mark up our Heritage Open Day as a new annual
environmental oasis that it is today. An excellent event!
example of how to recover an industrial site (known
Andrew Ogden, Trustee
as “brownfield remediation”).
On Saturday 15th September, Monkton Nature
Reserve joined in the national celebrations of Britain’s
heritage, by throwing open its gates and allowing free
entry to the general public; and they came in droves!

Remote Observations of Remote Objects

On a balmy Friday evening in September, nearly 50
people squeezed into The Cabin at the Reserve to
receive an illustrated talk from Tim Long on the new
“Tigra Automatic Observatory: How we built it –
What it does – How it works”. The majority of those
present hadn’t been to a Stargazers’ event before
and attended subsequent to an earlier visit to the
Reserve on our successful Heritage Open Day. Here
is a summary of Tim’s talk …

Shortly after the first trial photos using the new
observatory and equipment inside were taken,
disaster struck! The special astronomical camera
failed completely, beyond repair; and it wasn’t just a
standard digital camera either – it cost $8,000 when
new. (Ouch!). However, a crowd-funding exercise
managed to secure the fantastic sum of £12,000
to buy a new camera. Then the observatory kept
running out of power, due to running off batteries
recharged from solar panels. This was overcome
when mains electricity arrived at the Reserve in April
2017. An internet connection was also required
at the observatory, which was solved by installing
radio links to the hub in the Reserve’s main building.
Problems, problems …

In the beginning … some of the components of the
observatory structure, mainly the dome, resided at
Tim’s home in South Wales, followed by a period in
storage after his move to Canterbury. Tim decided to
put these resources to good use and in the autumn
of 2014 set about building our second observatory Please note that at this point in his talk Tim then
at the Reserve, assisted by Stargazers’ staff and expanded on the details of the instrumentation
within the observatory, covering lots of ‘tekkie stuff’.
volunteers.
I’m sure he will be pleased to inform you about this
sometime, but I’ve excluded it for brevity and clarity
in this write-up – not because I didn’t understand it
all :-)

On the right, the Tigra Automatic Observatory.
On the Left, the original Thanet Observatory.

While the structure itself was fairly straightforward
to construct, what was installed inside did take some
sorting out. For example, Tim had to work with a
company based in Deal for 14 months to develop a
bespoke drive system: apparently, such items are
not available ‘off the shelf’. Commissioning the new
observatory also took a little while due to ‘niggling
problems’ such as the shutters not shutting (essential
to keep the rain out!), and “fishy stars” (caused by
a bolt pushing on the telescope mirror). But, with
some perseverance, late nights, and hours of pensive thought, these problems were identified and
resolved, and the new Tigra Automatic Observatory
became fully operational. However, the problems
didn’t stop there …

Anyway, if you haven’t gathered by now, the main
purpose of the Tigra Automatic Observatory (TAO)
is to facilitate astronomical observations, both
automatically and remotely. This means that the
whole operation can be controlled from a remote
computer, via the internet web-links; and this can
either be done live (as demonstrated by Tim on the
night) or programmed to take certain observations in
advance. Wow!
One of the most interesting aspects of the talk for me
was learning how difficult astronomical photography
can be. To get a good ‘shot’ of a star, or even worse, a
‘deep space object’ such as another galaxy, requires
long exposure times, possibly up to five minutes.
During this time the Earth continues to rotate, so in
photos of the night sky stars will appear as curved
streaks (all rotating around Polaris, the Pole Star) if a
long-exposure picture is taken with a normal digital
camera or even through a cheap telescope.
But better ‘scopes can overcome this by tracking the
object star, or (as the case with the TAO) tracking
another star using “off-axis guiding”. This ensures that
the viewed object stays absolutely in the same position
in the photographic frame, enabling extremely fine
focussing and pin-sharp images. Complicated huh?

Milky Way. At 7.25 the International Space Station
went over our heads. Astrophysicist Natalia Garrett
did her best to answer questions from a 4 year old not easy to put some concepts into simple everyday
language. She brought her telescope and software
which builds up a more detailed image over time.
Thanks too must go to Andrew, Nicholas and Martin
for bringing their telescopes. Altogether a fantastic
experience.
Speaking of the International Space Station three
pupils from St Joseph’s primary school enjoyed
listening in to astronaut Alexander Gerst as he passed
over their school on Tuesday 16th October. However
Star trails: a picture of the night sky with a normal camera
I felt sorry for the children in Belgium who didn’t get
Another interesting aspect of the TAO is “Skynet”
a chance to ask their question. He only answered 8
(nothing to do with The Terminator!). This is a weather
out of 21 questions as he spent too long on each one!
monitoring system operating at the observatory that
Alice was horrified when I told her that astronaut
decides when it is safe to open the shutters, coupled
Serena is the only woman on board with 5 men!
with a period when there are clear skies to allow
observing. Clever huh?
On October 20th the Monkton Stargazers joined
astronomy groups around the World to celebrate
There is so much more about the Tigra Automatic
International Observe the Moon night and had a
Observatory than I have space to expand upon here.
fantastic time! Lots of people turned up to see the
So, if you do want to know more, why not come along
craters on the Moon. There were cries of ‘Oh Wow!’
to a Stargazers’ event and speak to Tim directly, I’m
and ‘we must come again soon’. Luigi of f1telescopes
sure he will be delighted to share his knowledge and
in Sittingbourne brought one of his telescopes which
the workings of the TAO with you.
soon generated a queue! Lily Head is our Lunar expert
and she set up her display about the Moon in the cafe
Meanwhile, I’m looking to the further developments
of the Reserve. She is pointing to four possible sizes
of this modern installation, and hopefully the time
of the Moon in relation to the picture of the Earth
when I’ll be able to view what the TAO is looking at
above but which one is correct? She also explained
via a web-link (password protected of course) from
how craters were formed on the Moon using a tray
the comfort of my own home. Watch this space (pun
of sand and marbles. There were so many youngsters
intended)!
at the event that we have decided to put on a special
evening event for children only in November.
Andrew Ogden, Trustee
On Friday 26th October we had a fascinating and
inspirational talk from Ashley James Fuggle of South
Sticking with the stars, we had a fabulous evening East Kent Astronomical Society. Ashley takes photos
viewing Saturn’s rings on Friday 5th October. We had of the night sky without using a telescope and his
about 40 visitors to our special World Space Week images are amazing. Have a look at his photos
event. The first star to appear was Vega which young on his Facebook page. I think we must have an
astronomer Lily pointed out. She quickly got out her astrophotography competition - what do you think?
astronomy book to find out which constellation it is Afterwards we went up to the observatories and the
in - Lyra. We saw Jupiter setting low in the horizon Phoenix scouts were able to find the North Star as it
but we were too late to see the Galilean moons. The was reasonably clear.
Summer Triangle of three stars each in a different
constellation were next to show themselves - Vega, John Hislop, Astronomer
Deneb and Altair. As the evening went on more and
more stars appeared and we could easily see the

A Review of October’s Stargazing Activities

Stargazing!

Novice Bid Writing Copy

Sometime this year I decided that it was time to
do something for the community and gain some
new skills and the perfect opportunity came up on
the Thanet Volunteers Website – bid writer for the
Monkton Nature Reserve (MNR). I thought this will
be easy. When I finish with those bids, MNR will be
rolling in it – treating themselves to nearly-extinct
species and serving Frappuccino in their café. And
– to be fair – I do have 20 years’ experience as a
journalist and writer. But I was wrong thinking it was
easy. Boy was I wrong.

hope! – the quest for funds is shrouded in a net of
online maneuvering, schmoozing, and downright
going cap in hand.

My first bid for the Heritage Lottery fund was
complicated and fraught. Who would have thought
nature would be deemed as ‘heritage’ and their
website would confuse Bill Gates. But they do
pinpoint their desire to help and note Thanet as one
of the areas they are keen to assist. Simples! But,
sadly, after consulting with the Trustees and hours
drafting out a proposal they said nein danke. Well, it
wasn’t as brutal as that. My contact did offer some
Firstly, the shopping list for my first bid was extensive guidelines to strengthen the application if we were to
touching on things that I have never been involved re-work it in the future and my new colleagues were
with before such as planetariums and flooring – all very understanding. Let’s just hope my next bulletin
rather mysterious to someone with a background as provides better news.
a travel and finance writer. And then there were the
many needs of the reserve’s Trustees to consider. It Nicolette Loizou
seemed as if everyone had something they wanted
to add but bid writing proposals have strict word
Keep in touch
counts.
Don’t forget you can keep in touch with us via
Social Media
I was kindly set on a course to help harness my
facebook.com/monktonreserve
skills and – in short – help me get my act together
to raise the much-needed funds for the Reserve. It
twitter.com/MonktonReserve
was a challenging day with lots of new terms to get
my head round and the trainer on the course made
it quite clear her opinion of journalists – e.g., it was
instagram.com/monktonreserve
not a good one. But writing a proposal for money is
completely different to writing an article and asking
monkton-reserve.org		
for information. Whilst both are valued at the best
of times – now at the end of challenging times – we

Dear Father Christmas,

As a charity, Thanet Countryside Trust operates on a limited budget. So, here is a list of things we’re asking
Father Christmas for this year. If you see him before we do, could you be sure to pass on the message, please!
Thank you.

* Rubber backed dust mats
* A lockable stationery cupboard
* Office chairs - preferably armless
*Tiered basket/food product unit - for displaying snacks in
the Cabin and using the least area of the work top as possible.
*A weather vane
Plant pot dishes/trays - we have lots of plant pots but not
many with dishes which would help with keeping the plants
with water for longer
*Small hand held gardening tools, e.g. secateurs and snips
*A metal mini-lathe to make tooling and adapters for the
telescopes
*Arc welder (rod type) which will work from a 13amp plug
*Printer with A3 capability
Wanted for the refurbishment of the Volunteer's Room
*Butler/Belfast Sink in good condition - preferably an old
2'6 inch one. We can collect as these are very heavy!
*A good single hole fitting kitchen tap (hot and cold)
*Any left over 6 inch/150mm white ceramic tiles with a
plain finish (not dimpled, unless you have a couple of boxes!)

Martin, Asst. Manager

• This Christmas you can now buy lottery gift vouchers to support us
• Every £1 ticket helps to support local good causes
• Your support will make a real and lasting difference this Christmas to our
amazing local community groups
• As well as doing something great for your local good causes, you also get
the chance to win £25,000 every week
To start supporting, visit:

www.thanetlotto.co.uk
and search for: Monkton Nature
Supporters must be 16 years of age or older
*See w ebsite for terms and conditions

Kiddies Korner
What can you find at Monkton Nature Reserve?
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Group Names
There are special words for groups of animals and they are all different. I am sure you know that a group of
sheep is called a flock of sheep but see if you can match the following animals with their group name.
How many can you spot when you next visit can be seen at Monkton Nature Reserve?
And see how many of them you can also see in your garden or somewhere near you – all of them can be
seen at different times of the year at Monkton Nature Reserve.
See bottom of page for the answers.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

BUTTERFLIES			
A.
CATERPILLARS			
B.
OWLS					
C.
LADYBIRDS			
D.
SNAKES				
E
BUZZARDS				
F.
BEES					
G.
SPIDERS				
H.
FOXES				
I.
BIRDS				
J.
ROBINS				
K.
BATS					L.

Answers: 1-j 2-h 3-b 4-g 5-l 6-d 7-f 8-k 9-e 10-c 11-a 12-i

ROUND
PARLIAMENT
FLOCK
WAKE
LEASH
SWARM
LOVELINESS
ARMY
COLONY
KALEIDESCOPE
CLUSTER
DEN

Membership Reminders

Education Shelter

At the beginning of 2018 we finally consigned our
calendar year membership scheme to the historical
dustbin and introduced a 12-months membership
scheme. This gives a full years’ worth of membership
irrespective of what time of year it is taken out and
bring us in line with most other attractions. So, with
2019 almost now upon us, we would like to remind
those of you who took out your membership near
the beginning of 2018 that it will very soon be due
for renewal.

As I’m sure you are aware, one strand of the charitable
purpose of the Trust is promoting environmental
education. For this purpose, we will be erecting (at
the time this newsletter is being published, in fact) a
new timber-framed Education Shelter in the Willett
Educational Garden. The location of the shelter is
behind where the bug hotel and compost heaps were
located, meaning that there will be no reduction in
the size of the Willett Educational Garden itself. This
area was originally covered by thick bramble, but
even after clearing the required area, the shelter will
still be enclosed on three sides.

The Education Shelter is a single-storey building with
a veranda to the front which will have a ramped
access for wheelchairs, and will be large enough to
seat a class of 30 children. The building will provide
additional covered space for schools when they
visit, which will be especially useful in inclement
weather. The Willett Educational Garden itself will
To make the process of renewing easier, it is now also be re-modelled, providing a variety of wildlife
possible to do this online if you wish, and to even pay habitats which, of course, will all then be within close
for an automatically renewing membership to save proximity to the new shelter. At the moment, only
the building itself is being erected, and this part of
having to remember to do so each year.
the project should be complete before Christmas.
We thank you for your support this past year, and We will then, hopefully in the not-too-distant future,
we hope you will continue to help us work toward run an electricity supply to the shelter. As you can
developing our environmental education capabilities imagine, this new facility will offer a lot of potential
and also conserving Monkton Nature Reserve itself to our educational capabilities.
for East Kent communities in 2019.
Martin, Asst. Manager
Martin Squire – Asst. Manager

Thank you for taking the time to read our newsletter, we hope
you enjoyed it!
Once again, on behalf of everyone at Monkton Nature
Reserve, we would like to wish you a very Merry Christmas
and happy New Year.
We hope to see you soon.

